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SUMMARY. 

At the Philips Research Laboratorles in Eindhoven, the Netherlands, research is perfonned 

upon exchange biased spin valves exhibiting the Giant MagnetoResistance effect (GMR). 

These can be applied in read heads for reading analogically and digitally stored data, e.g. in 

the Philips DCC recorder. 
In this report the resistivity measurements as a function of the applied magnetic field of 

various series of exchange biased spin valves at low temperature (SK) are treated. These spin 

valves have the following structure: Si(lOO)/Ta/Ml!Cu/M2/Fe5oMn5ofTa. Here, Ml and M2 

are ferromagnetic layers of Co, N~6Fe16Co18 or Ni8oF~o· The thickness of the 'free' layer Ml 
ranges from 20 to SOOA. The biased M2 layer thickness was 20A, 40A and SOA in three 

different Co series, SOA in the Ni8oF'~o and 60A in the N~6Fe16Co18 spin valves. The highest 

measured GMR effect was 12.2% in a Co spin valve with a SOA free layer and a SOA biased 

layer. 
The measured resistivity data were analyzed using a semi-classica! model for the electron 

transport in multilayers and thin fllms. In order to reduce the number of unknown model 

parameters, Ta/X/Ta thin fllms were measured, X being Ta, Cu, Co, N~6Fe16Co18 and 

Ni8oF~o· Careful analysis of the resistivity data showed that grain bonndarles are an 
important souree of electron scattering, which influences the spin dependenee of the bulk 

scattering in magnetic materials. The thickness dependenee of this effect was, in some of 

these fllms, confmned by measurements of the grain size using Grazing Incidence X-Ray 
Diffraction (GIXRD). 

Including grain boundary scattering in the multilayer model yielded good results for the 
conductance of the spin valves. However, the GMR effect, depending on the details of spin 

dependent scattering, could not be predicted satisfactorily. 

Also resistivity and magnetization measurements at room temperature were perfonned upon 
(lOA NiFe/xÁ Cu)N multilayers with x ranging from 8A to 12A and N =20 repetitions. These 

multilayers were grown on various substrates and buffer layers. The highest measured GMR 
effectherewas 20.3% at a llA Cu layer thickness, grown on Si(lOO) and a Fe buffer layer. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION. 

In recent years, the development of magnetic storage media has been mainly focussed on 
increasing the information density, by reducing the track and bit size. This has also lead to 

a strong reduction of the size of the heads, used for writing to and reading from these media. 

A new development in this field is replacing the commonly used inductive read head by the 

more sophisticated magnetoresistive read head, which makes use of the effect that the 
electrical resistance of a ferromagnetic metal can be dependent on an extemal magnetic field. 

The main advantages of magnetoresistive read heads are (i) that the output of the head is 

independent of the velocity of the information carrier and (ii) that this technology makes 

further miniaturization possible. 
A magnetoresistance effect can occur in a single layer of ferromagnetic material where the 

resistance depends on the angle between the magnetization direction and current direction. 

This is called the 'Anisotrope MagnetoResistance effect' (AMR). A read head that works 

according to this principle is presently used in Philips' DCC (Digital Compact Cassette) 
recorder. In this AMR based read head the resistance versus field behaviour is linearized, 

so that this head can be used for reading digitally as well as analogically stored data (in a 

DCC recorder you can also play conventional, analog tapes). The major disadvantage of the 

AMR reading head is that it is rather power consuming, so portable DCC players drain their 

batterles quickly. 
Magnetoresistance can also occur in a stack of different metallayers, the so-called 'spin 

valve'. The most basic system consists of two ferromagnetic layers separated by a non

magnetic layer. This sytem is also called a 'sandwich spin valve'. A multilayer is a reptition 
of such sandwich spin valves. The resistance of this layered system depends on the angle 

between the magnetization directions in the two magnetic layers. The resistance is maximal 

at an angle of 180° (anti-parallel), minimal at 0° (parallel). This effect is called the 'Giant 

MagnetoResistance effect' (GMR). 
An important question is how a transition from a parallel to an anti-parallel contiguration can 

be obtained in an extemal field. In multilayers, the neighbouring magnetic layers can be 

exchange coupled anti-ferromagnetically depending on the non-magnetic interlayer thickness. 

When there is no extemal field, the magnetic layers are contigured anti-parallel because of 
this coupling, yielding a high resistance. At a high positive or negative extemal field the 

magnetic layers are pulled into the parallel contiguration, yielding a low resistance. 

However, the magnetic fields involved are too large for application in read heads. More 

promising are the so called 'exchange-biased spin valves'. In these spin valves, one of the 
magnetic layers is exchange coupledtoa neighbouring anti-ferromagnetic layer, causing a 
strong unidirectional anisotropy: the exchange biased ferromagnetic layer doesn't flip at zero 
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field, but at a non-zero extemal field H8 • The non-magnetic interlayer thickness is chosen 
thick enough, so there is no significant ferro- or antiferromagnetic coupling between the 

magnetic layers. Thus the unbiased magnetic layer is magnetically free, and a transition 
between a parallel and an antiparallel arrangement of the magnetizations takes place at very 
low field. 
As the GMR effect is larger than the AMR effect, exchange biased spin valves show a larger 

sensitivity. In addition, when using a configuration of crossed anisotropies in the magnetic 
layers, these spin valves have a linear resistance versus field behaviour [RU94A], without 
using power consuming linearization techniques. These advantages, together with a high 
resistance, make the exchange biased spin valves a viabie candidate to replace the AMR 

based read head [K0094A]. 

My work consisted of measuring the resistance of exchange-biased spin valves mainly at low 

temperature (5K) and trying to reproduce these measurements with a semi-classical model 
for the electron distribution. Especially reproduetion of the GMR effect is important. In a 

magnetic material there are spin up electrons and spin down electrons with respect to the 
local magnetization. The GMR effect depends from spin-dependenee of electron scattering 

in the magnetic layer, which is called spin-dependent bulk scattering, and at the interfaces 
of the magnetic layers and the non-magnetic interlayer, which is called spin-dependent 
interface scattering. By simulating the measurements with a model, we hope to gain insight 
into the measure of spin polarized electron transport in the spin valves and to be able to 
predict the conductance and GMR effect in spin valve structures before making them. 
The spin valves had the following composition: Si(100)/Ta!Ml/Cu/M2/Fe5oMn5ofTa. Here, 
Ml and M2 are the magnetic layers, M2 is biased by the antiferromagnetic FeMn layer. Ml 
is varled in thickness in order to maximize the GMR effect. Ta is a good buffer layer 

[NAK94] [DUC93]. The magnetic materials were Co, N~Fe16Co18 (Jimbo) and Ni8oF'~o· 
The model we used is based on the theory of Camley and Bamas [CAM89]. This model is 

fairly simple because at the interfaces in the spin valve angle-independent transmission- and 
scatter coefficients are assumed. There are, however, other models that imply contact 
potendals and angle dependent scattering [H0092]. These models are only valid at low 
temperatures because nospin-flip scattering is assumed. There arealso models that take this 
into account [DIE92a] [DUV93]. 
A frrst step in understanding more about the electron transport was measuring the resistance 
in thin metallic films and reproducing these measurements with the same semi-classical model 
used in the spin valves. Ta/X/Ta films were made, where X, being Ta, Cu, Co, 

N4oFe10Co50, N46Fe16C01s or Ni8oF'~0 , varled in thickness. The measurements show that in 
thin films grain boundary scattering is importent in our thin films. Grain boundary scattering 
in thin metal films was reported by Mayadas and Schatzkes in 1970 [MA Y70]. They 
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described grain boundary scattering by introducing potential harriers in the films [MAY74]. 

We used a simple model to describe the grain boundary scattering in tenns of an isotropie 

reduced mean free path length of the electrons. Others used angle-dependent grain boundary 

scattering [DIE92e]. The grain boundary scattering was added to our spin valve model, and 
we tried to reproduce the GMR effect again to see what difference the grain boundary 

scattering causes. 
A minor part of my work consisted of measuring the resistance and magnetization curves of 

exchange coupled (NiFe/Cu)N multilayers at room temperature that are grown on various 

substrates and buffer layers (Nis the number of repetitions, 20 in our case). We detennined 

which substrate/buffer combination yielded the highest GMR effect and detennined the 

relation between the GMR effect and the fraction of magnetic material that is arranged anti

parallel at external field 0. It is reported that this relation is linear [RUP93]. 

The layout of my report is as follows: in Chapter 2 the theory for the electron transport in 
thin films and multilayers is treated. In Chapter 3 a short description follows of the 

experimental method: how the samples are made and measured. In Chapter 4 results for the 

thin metal films and in Chapter 5 the results for the spin valves are described and discussed. 

Chapter 6 contains the results for the exchange coupled NiFe/Cu multilayers. 
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CHAPTER 2. TIIEORY. 

§ 2.1. lntroduction. 

If you apply a current through a sample of metal, the electrons in the metal will no longer 

be described by the equilibrium velocity distribution function but the distribution function will 

contain an extra function g(v,r) that describes the electrons causing a net drift. This g

function can be found by solving the Boltzmann transport equations. 

In § 2.2 the relation between conductivity and mean free path length in bulk magnetic 

material is described. In § 2.3 the GMR (Giant Magneto Resistance) effect and the AMR 

(Anisotropy MagnetoResistance) effect are explained. In § 2.4 the Boltzmann transport 

equations will be described and solved for two different cases: bulk material and a thin film. 
Calculations of the conductivity in thin fl1ms can be found in [RIJ94b]. Finallyin § 2.4 the 

GMR (Giant Magneto Resistance) effect will bedescribed with g-fmctions in a stack ofthree 

metal layers: two magnetic layers and a non-magnetic interlayer. We use here the 

assumptions of Camley and Barnas [CAM89]. It will become clear how the GMR effect can 

be understood in terms of different g-functions for the parallel- and anti-parallel configuration 

of the magnetic layers. 

§ 2.2. Magnetic materials. 

The relation between the mean free path À of the free electrons and the conductivity e1 of 

bulk metal is given by the Sommerfeld theory fora free electron gas [SON 52]: 

Eq. 2.1. 

Here, h is Pl.anck's constant, -eis the charge of the electron, mis the free electron mass, vr 

is the Fermi velocity and n is the free electron concentration. Combining these 2 expressions 
in order to eliminate n, this leads for À to: 

Eq. 2.2. 

In magnetic materials, we distinguish between two types of electrons. One type has its spin 

oriented parallel with the magnetization. These electrons are from now on called spin up 

electrons. The other electrons' spin is oriented anti-parallel: these are consequently called 
spin down electrons. In magnetic materials the bulk scattering of the spin up- and spin down 
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electrons, represented by À t and À', respectively, generally differs. This can be explained 

by a difference in density of states for spin up- and down electrons: the spin down electrons 

have a higher density of states than spin up electrons around the Fenni level, leading to a 

higher scattering probability. Therefore, the spin up electrons have a longer mean free path 
À t than the spin down electrons. At low temperatures (T =OK) spin flip scattering, which is 

due to electron magnon scattering, can be neglected. So according to the two current model 

there are two separate currents or channels of electrons. The total conductivity u of magnetic 

material is at low temperatures simply the sum of the two conductlvities ut and u'. For bulk 

matenals eq. 2.1 can be rewritten as: 

Eq. 2.3. 

where nt =n' =lhn and n is the total free electron density. This yields for the total 

conductivity u: 

ne2 !.(À t +À') 
u = ut +u' = __ 2 __ _ Eq. 2.4. 

Now, using the expression for n, this leads to: 

Eq. 2.5. 

§ 2.3. The GMR- and AMR effect. 

A. The GMR effect. 

The GMR effect is not a bulk effect. It occurs mainly in a magnetic multilayers or granular 

materials. In this report we will focus on magnetic multilayers. 

A simple spin valve structure basically contains three layers, see fig. 2.1. Two layers, A and 

C, are magnetic (M). They are separated by a non-magnetic layer B (NM). The spin valves 

that were measured in this project contain more layers, their general structure is described 
in § 3.1. The existence of the GMR effect however, as described in this paragraph, arises 

from these three layers. 

In tig 2.2 the spin valve structure is drawn for two configurations. 
In the frrst case, the magnetizations in layers A and C are parallel (P). The second drawing 
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Z3 

Z2 

T1',"' 

Fig. 2.1. A simple spin valve structure. 

parallel (P) anti-parallel (AP) 

magnetization direction 

Fig. 2.2. The difference in electron scattering in the parallel (P) and anti-parallel 
(AP) configuration. 

represents the anti-parallel (AP) configuration. For the GMR effect, only the electrons that 
cross layer B into A or C are important. In the parallel configuration, the spin up electrons 
in A remain spin up in C and vice versa. These spin up electrons thus continue contributing 
to a better conductance of the entire spin valve. This is not the case in the anti-parallel 

configuration: the up-electrons become down. The arising difference in conductance between 
the P and AP configuration is called the GMR effect. The GMR effect can be seen more 
easily using a simple resistance model, see fig. 2.3. 
In fig 2.3 the two current model is represented by two branches with each two resistances. 
Ru is the resistance of the up-electrons in a magnetic layer that will cross the non-magnetic 
layer. ~is the resistance of the down-electrons, so Ru < ~. It was mentioned before that 
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parallel (P) anti-parallel (AP) 

Fig. 2.3. The resistance model. 

in the parallel configuration, the up-electrons in one magnetic layer remain up in the other, 
and down-electrans remain down. In the anti-parallel case up becomes down and vice versa. 

The resistance in this model for the parallel and anti-parallel configuration, Rp and RAP' 
respectively, is: 

Eq. 2.6. 

One can easily deduce that Rp < RAP· 
The simple resistance model only gives insight into the nature of the GMR effect (although 
insight of course is important). The model to calculate the GMR effect from the electrans 
distribution will be treated in § 2.4. 

B. The AMR effect. 

The effect that can occur in magnetic 3d metals is that À' and À' depend from the angle 

between the direction of the electron velocity vector and the magnetization in the material 
[RIJ92b]. This is called the AMR effect (Anisotrope MagnetoResistance effect). The spin up 
electrans scatter more if the electron velocity vector is parallel to the magnetization, they 
scatter less if the electron velocity vector is perpendicular to the magnetization. For spin 

1 
. down electrans the opposite is valid. 

§ 2.4. The model. 

When an electric field is applied to a metal, the electron velocity distribution changes, 
leading to a net flow of electrans in the direction of the electric field. From now on, the 

direction of this field E is defmed as the x-direction, so E becomes Ex· The electron 
distribution function F in the metal can, in frrst approximation, be represented like this: 
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F(v,r) = fo(v,r) + g(v,r) Eq. 2.7. 

Here f0 is the Fenni-Dirac distribution function: 

Eq. 2.8. 

where m is the effective mass of the electrons, Vr is the fenni velocity, ks is the Boltzmann 
constant and T is the temperature in Kelvin. g(v,r) can be interpreted as an extra term in the 
distribution that causes the movement of the electrons in a particular direction and thus a 
current. It will be shown that, if Bx=O, g=O. 
In an electric field, electrons are accelerated. In a (non-perfect) metal, this acceleration will 
be counteracted by an increase in the number of collisions (or resistance of the metal). 
Eventually, these two forces are balanced and the electrons move through the metal with a 
constant average drift speed and thus causing a constant current. This can be expressed as: 

where 

[ ~] •~ = [ ~] E + [~]roU = Q 

[~JE= oFdr 
ar dt 

oFdv 
+--

ov dt 

Eq. 2.9. 

Eq. 2.10. 

represents the change in F because of the electric field. According to the relaxation time 
approximation 

[~]ma = 
(F-JJ = _g 

T T 
Eq. 2.11. 

represents the change in F because of the collisions. Here, r is the relaxation time of the 
electrons. The average free path lengthof the electrons À = VpT. 

Now, the solution for the g-function will be given for two cases: bulk material and a thin 
film. A thin film is defmed here as a layer of metal where the average free path À of the 
electrons is the same order of magnitude as the layer thickness. The direction belonging to 
this small thickness, the 'thin film direction', is from now on defmed as the z-direction. 
Remember that the current is in the x-direction! For a thin film and a multilayer this 
contiguration is called CIP, Current In Plane. 
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BULK MATERIAL. 

Here, eq. (2.9) can be reduced to the following expression: 

This yields for g: 

THIN FILM. 

g -eE öfo -----
T m övx 

() 
_ eET öfo 

gv --
m övx 

Reducing eq. (2.9) fora CIP contiguration gives: 

g ög -eE öfo 
--=V-+--

T z öz m övx 

This differential equation gives for g: 

g(v,z) 
eET öfo 

Eq. 2.12. 

Eq. 2.13. 

Eq. 2.14. 

Eq. 2.15. 

which is, in fact, the solution for bulk material plus a z-dependent part. The function P(v) 
is to be determined by the boundary conditions of the thin film. The current density J(z) can 

be calculated using the solution for g(v,r): 

The sheet conductance G0 canthen easily be calculated from J(z): 

t 

G0 = ut = __!_ f J(z)dz 
Ex t 

Here, u is the average conductivity and t is the thickness of the fl1m. 

Eq. 2.16. 

Eq. 2.17. 

It was meantioned in§ 2.3 that in magnetic 3d metals an AMR effect can occur. Neglecting 
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higher order tenns, À forspin up- and spin down electrons then can be written as [RIJ92b]: 

Eq. 2.18. 

where .B is the angle between the electron velocity vector and the magnetization and a'<'> is 
the AMR-coefficient for up- and down- electrons, respectively. This will lead to a 
conductivity that depends from the angle between the current direction and the magnetization. 
Now, u for bulk material in the parallel and perpendicular case can be written as: 

ur'> = uci<'>(l +~a'<'>) 

ui<'> = uci<'>(l +~a'<'>) 
Eq. 2.19. 

Here, u0 is the conductivity that results from the angle-independent Ào· at is generally 

negative: the conduction of spin up electrons is lower in the magnetization direction than 
perpendicular to it. a' is generally positive, but as the spin up electrons carry the main part 
of the current, the total conduction also is lower in the magnetization direction than 

perpendicular to it. 

Now, the model described above will be used to calculate the conductance in a simple spin 
valve structure, see fig. 2.1. Each layer has its own g-function: gA, gB and ge. Now, the g
functions in each layer must be divided in a spin up- and spin down contribution. 
Furthennore, it proved to be convenient to divide the g-functions further to describe electrons 
going in the positive- and negative z-direction (vz>O and vz<O, respectively). Thus each 
layer has 4 g-functions that have to be solved. For example, in layer A, the g-functions can 
be represented as follows: 

Eq. 2.20. 

Forthespin valve, this results in 12 g-functions. These 12 functions are linked by boundary 
conditions at the interfacesA-Band B-C in de spin valve and at the edges. At each interface 
there a is spin-dependent: 

- transmission T"' 
- specular reflection R t" 
- diffuse refraction D"' 

T + R + D = 1 for each spin separately. The difference between the transmission coefficient 
T' forspin up and T' forspin down electrons is a measure for the spin-dependenee of the 

interface scattering, and À' /À.' is a measure for spin-dependent bulk scattering. 
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Now, some assumptions according to the theory of Camley and Barnas are introduced in the 

model [CAM89]: 

- vF is the same in each layer. So there will be no potentlal steps and transmission 

becomes angle independent. vF has the value for copper: 1.57*106 m/s. 
- R=O, this gives T+D=1 at each interface for each spin separately. 

- T=O or D=1 at the outer boundaries of the spin valve. 

An spin up electron in layer A that crosses B will have a certain probability to be either an 

up- or a down-electron in C, depending from the angle 'Y between the magnetization of the 

layers A and C. The same goes of course also fora down-electron. This can betaken into 

account by introducing a extra, non-physical interface in layer B where the quantization axis 

for up- and down spin changes. In our case, This interface is chosen to be located just 
beneath the real, physical interface B-C (see fig. 2.1). The transmission coefficients, 

belonging to this non-physical interface are [CAM 89]: 

Eq. 2.21. 

where TNF and TF determine the probability the electron's quantization axis is changed when 
crossing the interlayer. It is obvious that Tp+TNF=1. Keep in mind that this is no physical 
spin-flip process due to electron-magnon scattering! 

In order to calculate the conductance and GMR effect of a spin valve structure precisely, one 

has to fmd the solution for the g-functions using the boundary conditions. Let us now 

consicter the boundary conditions at the different interfaces (see fig. 2.1). 

z=z0 : 

g:. = 0 

g}. = 0 

g:_ = T'gL 
g_:_ = T'g;_ 

Eq. 2.22. 

Eq. 2.23. 
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z=~: 

Z=ZJ: 

t - T'T t T'T ' ge+ - .L ~B+ + .L FgB+ t - T T' t TT' ' gB- - .LNF ge- + .LF ge-

g~. = T'TNFg;. + T'TFg;. ' - T T' ' TT' t gB- - .LNF ge- + .LF ge-

g~- = 0 

g~- = 0 

Eq. 2.24 

Eq. 2.25. 

You see that there are 12 equations so the 12 g-functions can be solve<l. Furthennore it now 

is obvious how the GMR-effect can be interpreted in tenns of a change in g-functions 

through TF and TNF. When the g-functions are known, one can calculate the current density 

Ji(z) in each layer: 

= -e ~n ~ [ f vx(gl! + gl!)d3v + 
47rVF v~O 

i Eq. 2.26. 

f vx(gt~ + gt~)d 3v l i = A,B,C 
v
1
<0 

The sheet conductance G0 of the entire structure canthen easily be calculated from Ji(z). 

i = A,B,C Eq. 2.27. 

This concludes our used model, based on the theory of Camley and Barnas. In chapter 5 we 

will see how this (relatively simple) model describes our results. There, the influence of 
expanding grain boundaries through the layers will be added to this model. A description of 

grain boundaries follows in chapter 4. 
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CHAPTER 3. THE EXPERIMENT AL :METHOD. 

In this chapter the preparation of the samples is treated. The mechanism of preparation will 

be explained. Also a description of the equipment used to measure various properties of the 

samples will be given. 

§ 3.1. The samples. 

In § 2.4 the GMR effect in a sandwich spin valve structure was described. We haven't 

described yet, however, the mechanism bebind this GMR effect: how is the anti-parallel 

configuration realized? This will be explained now. 

The sandwich spin valves used in this project have the following general layer structure: 

Si(lOO) I Ta I Ml I Cu I M2 I Fe5ol\fn50 I Ta 

The anti-parallel configuration of Ml and M2 is realized in a small field interval because of 

the exchange coupling between M2 and its neighbouring anti-ferromagnetic FeMn layer. This 

exchange coupling is achieved by growing the spin valve structures in an external field. The 
direction of the exchange biasing is determined by the field direction. The mechanism of this 

biasing is explained in [RIJ92]. The biasing is directed along the external in-plane field 

during the deposition of the layers. The result of this biasing is that the hysteresis loop of M2 

is shifted along the field axis: The magnetization of M2 doesn't switch at external field 0, 
but at a field HB (this effect can only be seen if the external field in a magnetoresistance 

measurement is directed along the biasing direction). The Cu layer thickness is between 25Á 

and 30Á, where there is no ferromagnetic (F) or anti-ferromagnetic (AF) coupling between 

Ml and M2 [RIJ93]. Ml is then a free layer. So at an external field between 0 and HB, Ml 

and M2 are arranged anti-parallel (at least partially). This effect is schematically represented 

in tig 3.1. 

Befare one can calculate and fit the conduction and the GMR effect in a spin valve, there are 

some parameters to be filled in. In fig. 3.2, the entire spin valve is displayed. 
Ml and M2 are the magnetic layers with thicknesses a and c. The lower Ta layer with 
thickness f (about 30Á) is a buffer layer that impraves the (111) texture of the sample. This 

Ta layer is in the metastable J3 phase (bet, body centred tetragonal) and grows in the (001) 

direction [DUC93]. This yields a high GMR effect [NAK94]. The transmission coefficient 
T between this Ta layer and the free magnetic layer Ml is chosen to be 0 because of the 

large lattice mismatch. This mismatch in lattice structures is assumed to cause a lot of defects 

which act as scattering centers for electrons. The transmission coefficients T' and T' for the 
up- and down electrans at the Ml/Cu and Cu/M2 interface remain unknown befare the fit 
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Fig. 3.1. The GMR effect in exchange biased spin valves. 

starts: these are two fitparameters, to be determined by the best fit. The transmission 

coefficient betonging to the M2/FeMn interface is assumed to be 1 because the mismatch in 

crystal structures is small. The transmission at the FeMn/Ta interface is chosen to be 0. The 
Ta layer on top with thickness e (between 20Á and 30Á) is an anti-oxidation layer. This Ta 

layer is also in 13 phase. At the outer boundaries of the sample (at the base of the lower Ta 

layer and on top of the upper Ta layer) the transmission coefficients are zero. 
So we can conclude that all the metals/alloys we use in our spinvalves have a good lattice 
matching, an fee structure and grow in the (111) direction, except for Ta, which bas a 
different structure and lattice parameters. A table containing lattice parameters of various 

metals/alloys we used is found in appendix B. 

M1 and M2 were the following materials: Co, NÏt;6Fe16Co18 and Ni8oF~o· M1 varled in 
thickness rougly from 20Á to 500Á. M2 is kept at a constant thickness. The total bulk mean 

free path À' +À' of these matenals is determined from the steepness of the measured sheet 

conductance curve at the thicknest samples with eq. 2.5. The bulk mean free path lengthof 

the electronsin Ta, FeMn and Cu, in fig. 3.2 represented by ÀTa, ÀFeMn and Àeu, respectively, 
are determined from especially for this purpose grown layers/spinvalves with eq. 2.2. The 
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Fig. 3.2. The general structure of the spin valves. 

T=O 
T=O 

T"',o~. 

T=O 

ratio a between the average free path length of the up- and down electrons in Ml and M2, 

À' /À', is the third parameter to be fitted. 

The scattering caused by grain boundaries was studied in samples of the following 

composition: 

Si(lOO) I Ta I X I Ta 

The Ta layers have the same purpose here as in the spin valves. X was Ta, Cu, Co, 

N4oFe10Co50, N~6Fe16Co18 and Ni8oF~o· X varles in thickness roughly from 20Á to 500Á (in 
one Cu series even to 1500Á) to investigate the thickness dependenee of the grain boundary 
scattering. These samples were also grown in an extemal field. Here, this field is applied to 

induce an anisotropy in the magnetic materials. This anisotropy most be present in order to 

measure the AMR effect in magnetic materials (see Chapter 4). 

A complete listing of all the measured samples can be found in appendix A. 

§ 3.2. PreparaJion. 

All samples that have been examined in my project were made by UHV DC magnetron 
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sputtering. The working concept is simple. In each sourche there is a target, a slice of highly 

purified metal or an alloy, which is eroded by a local argon plasma. A fraction of the atoms 

that are removed from the target are then deposited on the substrate. The deposition time is 

determined by opening and closing a shutter between the target and the substrate. By 

applying different sourees after each other, different layers can be grown on top of each 

other. The background pressure in the sputtering device is about 2·10-8 Torr [RIJ94a]. The 

argon pressure is about 5 mTorr. A typical deposition rate is 2Á/s. A schematic 

representation of the sputter device can be seen in fig 3. 3. 

individual sample holder (with sample) 

rotatable sample holder 

Fig. 3.3. A schematic representation of the sputtering device. 

There are six sourees available: 3 sourees are used separately, 3 other sourees can be used 

combined for cosputtering. The central sample holder is hexagonal shaped and can contain 

six individual sample holders. It can be rotated, so six different samples can be grown in one 

run. The individual sample holders contain small magnet frames, providing a parallel field 
of 10kAlm at the site of the sample. Parallel means in the plane of the sample, the precise 

angle in this plane depending on how the sample is placed on its sample holder. The 

importance of this field is explained in § 3 .1. 

§ 3.3. The SQUID. 

SQUID stands for Superconducting QUanturn Interterenee Device. It is intended to be used 

for measuring magnetic properties of materials. However, in our experiments we use the 

SQillD solely as an electromagnet with temperature control to measure the conductivity of 
thin metal layers and spin valves at various temperatures. The temperature range of the 

device lies between 1. 8 and 400 K. The magnetic field that can be generated at the site of 
the sample lies between -5.5 and 5.5 T (or between -55000 and 55000 Gauss/Oersted or 
between -4377 and 4377 kAlm). The field is generated by a superconducting electromagnet. 
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The hysteresis of the field is about 1 mT when coming from a high field [RU92]. However, 

one can degauss the device and after that a low field measurement is possible (low field 

means the sameorder of magnitude as the offset). The temperature ofthe sample is regulated 

by a heater and cooler using liquid He. The device is controlled by computer. 

The sample holder that we use is a little bit more complicated (and delicate) than the one 

used to measure magnetizations. Our sampleholder makes electtic contact with the sample 

at 4 different points, see fig. (3.4). 
A current is applied through the sample at the outer 2 contacts. Then the voltage is measured 

over the inner 2 contact. Thus one measures the resistance of the sample without including 

contact resistance. This is called the four point method. When the distance is known between 

Fig. 3.4. 

I 
current contacts ~ 

Joltage contact\ ~ 

I \ 
• • 

12mm 

The sample sizes and current and voltage comacts in the SQUID. 

the voltage contacts, the resistance R can be translated to the sheet resistance RD of the 

sample which only depends from the height of the fllm and no longer from the length and 

the width. This can beseen in eq. 3.1. 

R = pd 
' wt 

Ro := p =RW 
t d 

Eq. 3.1. 

Here p is the resistivity of the fllm, a material property, d is the distance between the voltage 

contacts, w is the width of the fllm and t is the thickness. This formula is only correct if the 

current distribution is homogeneous over the sample. As meantioned before, the fllm 

thickness is of the order of tens to hundreds of Angstmms (lQ-10 m). The extemal field is 
directed along the current direction. 

The current souree and voltage meter can be operated manually. The accuracy for measuring 

the resistance is about 0.6% [RU92]. If we want to measure the resistance during a field 

loop, the resistance can be measured automatically. 
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§ 3.4. The X-ray diffractometer. 

With X-ray diffraction measurements (abbreviated XRD) one can analyze the structure of a 

sample. The souree for the X-rays is a Cu souree {À=l.5405 Á). There are 2 different types 

of measurements. 
First, there is the 8-28 measurement. Here, 8 is the angle between sample and detector and 

28 the angle between souree and detector (see fig. 3.5) 

Fig. 3.5. The X-ray diffractometer geometry in a 8-28 measurement. 

In this geometry, the detector receives maximum intensity at every angle 8. When you 

measure a low-angle sweep (8 < 7~ you can see oscillations in this intensity. The positions 
of the maxima of these 'fringes' in 8 can be explained with Bragg's rule for constructive 

interterenee [RIJ90]: 

2 t sin8 = n À Eq. 3.2. 

where nis the order of the peak and t the thickness of the layer/spin valve structure. 

Thus with such a low-angle measurement you can determine the total thickness of the film. 

This is done by simulating the measurement with a program called GIXA. In this program 

it is possible to insert a stack of different layers (including surface roughness as an option). 

Our only interest, however, lies in matching the position of the fringes, not in matching the 

entire shape of the measurement. These low-angle 8-28 measurements are used to verify the 
deposition speed of the several sourees of the sputter device that is used to make the layers 

and spin valves. 
Measurements at higher angles (26 = 40°-60~ are used to identify the growth direction, in 

terms of crystal lattice orientation, of the layers in the sample. Every layer of different 
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material bas its own peak position, depending on the (petpendicular) lattice parameter. It can 

occur, however, that peaks of different layers overlap each other if the crystallattices of 

these layers show great similarity (I stress this point because this is true for our spin valves). 
A second metbod of measuring is the rocking curve measurement. In this case, the sample 

is tilted while the angle 20 between souree and detector is ftxed. In our case the 20 angle is 

the peak position from the high-angle measurement, the preferred orientation of growth of 

the sample. The width of the rocking curve at half the height (FWHM) is an indication for 

the spread in the orientation of the crystallites. The smaller the FWHM: value, the more 

uniform the sample's crystallite orientation. An example of a high angle, low angle and 

rocking curve measurement is shown in fig. 3.6. 
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X-ray measurements of sample 940248 from above left to below: the high 
angle, low angle and rocldng curve measurement. 

§ 3.5. The ROMARIO. 
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ROMARIO stands for ROtatable MAgnetoResistance Instromental Object. It bas been 

constructed at Philips Research and is being used to perform magnetoresistance measurements 
in an extemal field at room temperatures. The extemal field is generated by a 

superconducting magnet with a maximum of 2.5 Tesla. The metbod of measurement is 
identical with that of the SQUID measurements. Here, there are also 4 contacts per sample: . 

2 current contacts and 2 voltage contacts. The sampleholder is rotatable in the XY -plane of 
the samples. So bere you can measure hysteresis loops at any angle between current direction 

and extemal field. 
The measurement of hysteresis loops is done automatically with a Hewlett Packard 9000 

computer. The field value is controlled through a DAC. There are two field resolutions: the 
low resolution of0.6 mT with a maximum field of2.5 Tand the high resolution of0.03 mT 
with a maximum field of0.125T. The offset ofthe ROMARIO is 2.3 mT or 1.8 kAlm. The 

program corrects this offset if the field is set at - 0.3T (or a higher value, of course), 
before measuring a sweep from positive to negative field. Then the magnetization of the 

ROMARIO is saturated. The program sets the field at the wanted value minus the offset. 

Before measuring a sweep from negative to positive field one of course bas to set a field 
value of --0.3 T. The offset disappears at values above 0.2 T. 
The field values that one wants to measure the resistance at have to be put in a file in units 
ofTeslas. The measured resistance then is, together with the magnetic field in units of kAlm, 
written in another file. The accuracy of the resistance-measurement is 0.3%. There bas been 
written a user manual where more specific data about the ROMARIO can be found 

[ROM94]. 

§ 3.6. The Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM). 

The VSM is used to measure the magnetization of the samples as a function of an extemal 

field at room temperature. A schematic drawing of the VSM is in fig. 3.7. 
The sample is vibrated at a frequency of 80 Hz. The field is generated by copper-wire coils. 
4 small spools placed near to the sample detect a sinus shaped induction signal. This signal 
is detected using a lock-in amplifier and is proportional to the total magnet moment of the 

sample. By varying the extemal field a hysteresis loop is measured. The measurement is 
performed automatically by a Hewlett Packard 3000 computer. The desired field values have 
to be specified in a file. The measured magnetic moment is written in another file. One can 
modify the duration of the measurement by adjusting the sampling rate per point and the 
tolerance. 
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Fig. 3.7. A schematic representation of the VSM. 
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CHAYfER 4. GRAINS IN FilMS. 

§ 4.1. Introduction. 

Grain boundaries are present in polycrystalline samples. The problem is how these influence 

the conductance. Using bulkvalues for the average free path lengthof the electrons in thin 

films, the calculated conductance is too high. Grain boundaries cause extra scattering of 

electrons: the conductance will drop. 

Grains are 'pieces' of material with an isotrope crystal lattice. At grain boundaries these 

pieces of crystal fonn a mismatch in the overall average crystallattice of the layer. This 
could cause scattering of electrons. The grains are assumed to become larger in a layer with 

increasing thickness. Two processes according to our results are shown in fig. 4.1. 

Fig. 4.1. 

average gram s1ze 

Two possible grain developments in a thin film. A: monotone increasing 
grain size. B: sudden change in grain growth. 

In this model, thin layers have more grain boundaries and a smaller average grain size than 

thick layers. 
To verify the existence of grains, series of thin films have been made, as mentioned before 
in chapter 3. The presence of grains should be seen in the scattering of the electrons. In this 
chapter the results of the measurements on these layers will be presented. In § 4.2 Ta is 

treated. In§ 4.3 the results for Cu are shown. Also layers that are made of magnetic material 

were investigated that have the following composition: Nio.sxFe0.2xCo1_x, 0::::;; x::::;; 1. In Ni8oF~0, 

N46Fe16Co1s, N4oFe10Co50 and Co x is, respectively, 1, 0.82, 0.50 and 0. Ni8oF~o (from now 
on written as NiFe) is treated in § 4.4, N46Fe16Co18 in§ 4.5, N4oFe10Co50 in§ 4.6 and Co 

in § 4. 7. N46Fe16Co18 is from now on called Jimbo, after the person who frrst worked with 

this metal [JIM:93]. N4oFe10Co50 is from now on abbreviated to NiFeCo. In a so-called 
ternary Fe-Co-Ni diagram, these materials lie on a straight line. A special feature of the 
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materials on this line is that they are expected to have low magnetostriction: a strain on the 

lattice of these materials will not induce an anisotropy of the magnetization direction. This 

strain is present when the sample is under a non-uniform external pressure, or when the 

material is grown on a material with a very different lattice parameter (such as Ta, see 

appendix B). The only anisotropy of the magnetization direction in these materials comes 

from growing them in field [RU92]. In the magnetic thin films, treated in this chapter, the 

anisotropy is necessary to measure the AMR effect in our samples, as we did with Jimbo and 

NiFeCo. The general conclusions are mentioned in§ 4.8. All measurements were performed 

at a temperature of 5K unless mentioned otherwise. 

§ 4.2. Ta films. 

The samples 931233-931236 are layers of Ta with varying thickness. In appendix A is a 

complete listing of all the samples and their composition. In fig. 4.2A the measured sheet 

conductance as a function of the calibrated films thickness is displayed. 

0.010 
A 

• 1 
-2 

3.6 

Ta layer thickness (Angstrom) Ta layer thickness (Angstrom) 

Fig. 4.2 A: measured (1) and calculated (2) s/z!:e.t conductance. 
B: calculated mean free path À. 

The conductivity u of bulk Ta is found by determining the steepness of the sheet conductance 

curve at a thickness that is larger than the mean free path. Using eq. 2.2, the bulk mean free 

path, ÀB, follows from u. By determining the steepness from the three thickest samples, it 

is found with linear regression that ÀB = 3.78 A. The resistivity p = llu = 175 JLOcm. The 

error in the resistivity is 0.1 %. The error is the result of the linear regression metbod 

[VWR89]. The used Fermi velocity is that of copper, vp=l.57*106 m/s [KIT86] (see also 

Chapter 2). As the differences in the Fermi velocity are small, this velocity is used in all the 
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matenals we investigated. This approximation is made by others also [V AL93]. 

Let us now assume that there are grains present in the samples. How can one see them? Fig. 

4.2B shows the average free path length À, calculated for each sample. At the boundaries of 

the layer there is only diffuse scattering taken into account (so T=R=O). If there is no extra 

electron scattering from grain boundaries but only bulk scattering then the average mean free 

path should be thickness independent. However, the curve shows that À increases with 

increasing thickness, and this increase reduces as the layers become thicker. So there is 

thickness dependent grain boundarie scattering. A saturation can be expected at a thickness 

of about 200Á. The bulk value of 3. 78Á will not be reached, because in the average À the 

scattering of the entire sample is included. The increase of À corresponds to our model: an 

increase in average grain size as the layers become thicker. 

§ 4.3. Cu films. 

Two sets of 30Á Ta/xÁ Cu/30Á Ta samples were measured. In the frrst set x varles from 

20-400Á. The two Ta layers have the same function bere as in the spin valves. The bottorn 

Ta layer is a buffer layer to ensure a good lattice growth in the (111) direction of the Cu and 

a well defmed grain growth, the top Ta layer is an anti-oxidation layer. These Ta layers are 

present in all following samples for the same reason (see also § 3.1). The average free path 

length in 30Á Ta layers is 2.7A, see fig. 4.2B. In fig. 4.3A the measured sheet conductance 

of the samples as a function of the calibrated thickness is displayed. 
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Fig. 4.3. A: measured (1) and calculated (2) sheet conductance. 
B: calculated mean free path À. 

The steepness, taken from the 3 thickest samples, gives a resistivity p = 1.15 J..t0cm. This 

leads with eq. 2.2 to ÀB = 577Á. The error is 13%. We see bere that the determined ÀB is 
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bigger than the thickness of the thickest Cu layer (after calibration this is 348Á). From this 

we can conclude that eq. 2.2 doesn't apply bere: the steepness of the conductance curve is 

reduced by non-negligible diffusive scattering of electrons on the outer edges of the sample. 
Thus the with eq. 2.2 determined ÀB is, because of the reduced steepness, smaller than the 

real bulk mean free path. Fig. 4.3B shows the calculated average mean free path À for each 

layer. The increase in À as a function ofthe sample thickness is an indication that the average 

grain size in the sample also increases as the sample becomes thicker. Fig 4.3B also shows 

a tendency to a gradual saturation in À, but a saturation isn 't reached at the thickest sample. 

We now also can see that the Às value of 577Á, determined from fig. 4.3A, is smaller than 

the À values of the thickest Cu samples in fig. 4.3B, which is another confrrmation that Às 

is no real bulk value. We expect the bulk average free path at low temperatures in Cu to be 

much higher. 

Until now, we only calculated the mean free path length À of the electrons in Ta and Cu 

averaged over the entire ft.lm. The increase in À tells us that the grain size increases through 
the ft.lm: at the bottorn there are more grain boundaries than at the top. We don't know yet 

how the grains develop in the ft.lm, as the ft.lm grows. For this purpose, we also tried to 

determine the position dependenee of the mean free path in a Cu ft.lm. The only position 

dependenee is in the z direction, so instead of the average À over the entire ft.lm thickness, 
we want to know À(z). In fig. 4.4 the model for this purpose is illustrated. 
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Fig. 4.4. 
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The model for determining the place-dependence in the sample of the free 
path length: À(z). 

To avoid large statistica! fluctuations, the curve of measured conductance versus ft.lm 

thickness bas been smoothed. The most accurate way to do this is smoothing the curve of the 

average mean free path À, see fig. 4.3B. Now, the conduction belonging to the frrst ft.lm is 

simulated by a single Àt. see fig . 4.4. The conduction of the second ft.lm is simulated by 
adding a layer on top of the frrst ft.lm with À1• The transmission coefficient at the interface 

between the layers T=l. The mean free path in this second layer then is À2• For the third 
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film another layer with À3 is added. This process is repeated up to the last, thickest film, 

which consists of N layers, each with a different Àn· In order to fmd the function À{z), one 

bas to divide a film into an infmite nurnber of layers, each with a thickness that approaches 

0. To limit computing time a fmite number of layers is taken. The maximurn number of 

layers is about 15. 
Fig 4.5 shows what can happen at arbitrary chosen thicknesses: an oscillation in À{z) occurs. 

This oscillation increases as the thickness increases until the limit of the simulation program 

is reached (this explains the straigth line in fig. 4.5B). 

A possible explanation for this phenomenon is that À{z) in Cu is far greater than the film 

thickness: many electrans scatter diffusively on the outer edges ofthe film (where T=O) and 

do not contribute to the conduction through the sample: the conductance is rather insensitive 
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Fig. 4.5. A: sheet conductance to be fitted (1) and calculated (2). 
B: À(z) (1) and the calculated average mean free path À (2). 

to the value of À. So a small error in the conductance leads to a large error in À{z). By 

choosing larger thickness intervals and extrapolating the conduction to thickness 0 ( choosing 

some thicknesses between 0 and the frrst real sample at 20Á), however, we managed to get 
rid of the oscillations. This can beseen in fig. 4.6. 

It is obvious that the À{z) curve lies above the average À curve. Also, it can beseen that the 

À(z) curve saturates faster than À. This means that the grain size either is constant or 

becomes much larger that the mean free path as the thickness of the film increases. 

Now we see more directly how the grains develop in a Cu film. Furthermore, we will need 

the À{z) curve to determine the average À in the Cu layer of our spin valves. This Cu layer 

is grown on a metal/alloy different from Ta. The lattice parameter of this material matches 

that of Cu downtoa few percents deviation, and the grains are assumed to continue their 
growth into the Cu. This doesn't apply to Cu grown on Ta, where, because ofthe mismatch 
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A: sheet conductance to be .fitted (1) and calculated (2). 
B: À(z) (1) and the average meanfree path À(2). 

between Ta and Cu, the grain growth in Cu is found to start from very small grains (see 

appendix B for more details on lattice structure, growth direction and lattice parameters). It 

is possible with the À(z) curve to approximate the average À in any interval. It is obvious 

from fig 4.5B that the average À of a second Cu layer will be larger when it is fiuther away 

from the substrate. 

The second set of 30Á TalxÁ Cu/30Á Ta samples (numbers 940646-940650 and 9406143-

9406148) was grown to check the reproducibility of the Cu ftlms. The thickness of the Cu 

layer ranges from 50Á-1500Á. The thickness range is much larger than the old Cu series 

because we wanted to see if we could reach the bulk thickness where the average free path 

length is smaller than the thickness. XRD measurements showed that there was no significant 

deviation from the nomina! thickness. In fig 4. 7. the measured sheet conductance and 

simulated average free path lengthof the new set (only up toa thickness of 400Á) and old 

set is displayed. 

We see that the conductance of the thin Cu layers is almost the same for the new and old 

series. The conductance of the thicker samples of the old series, however, is about 20% 

higher compared to the new series. So the Cu structure differs more as the layers become 
thicker. The resistivity, determined from the samples with thicknesses 1000Á, 1250Á and 

1500Á, was 0.497 1-'0cm ± 0.6%. This leads with eq. 2.2 to ÀB = 1330Á. So even a 

thickness of 1500Á cannot be treated as bulk material, the bulk average mean free path of 

Cu therefore is expected to be even higher than 1330 A. 
We also tried todetermine À(z) for thicknesses up to 500Á. This can beseen in fig. 4.8. 

The results show some oscillations, but one can see that a saturation in À(z) doesn't occur 

at 500Á, unlike the old Cu series, that showed a saturation already below 500Á. 
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Fig. 4. 7. A: The measured and calculated sheet conductance ofthe new Cu series (1 
and 2) and the old Cu series (3 and 4). B: the calculated average meanfree path ofthe 
new Cu series (1) and old Cu series (2). 
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Fig. 4.8. A: sheet conductance to be.fitted (1) and calculated (2). 
B: À(z) (1) and the average mean free path À (2) . 

The samples were also measured at room temperature, to see ü our analysis of the measured 

data is valid. In our model, scattering of electroos at grain boundaries is represented by ÀE: 

1 1 
À - À

8 

Eq. 4.1. 

Here, À is the total mean free path and ÀB is the bulk mean free path. Now, the following 
assumptions are made: 

(i) At 5K, the bulk ÀB is much bigger than ÀE, so the total scattering À= ÀE. 

(ü) At room temperature (RT), bulk scattering is represented by ÀB(RT). This is 
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scattering by thennal vibrations only. Furthennore we assume that ÀE is temperature 

independent. The total À at room temperature is given by: 

1 1 1 
-(RT) = -(RT) + -(5K) 
À À8 ÀE 

Eq. 4.2. 

Before we can calculate the ÀB(RT), weneed to know the average free path length in the Ta 
layers at room temperature. Due to a negative temperature coefficient [SCH77] of Ta, the 

average free path length will be higher at higher temperature, in contrast with most metals. 

Measurements showed that the average mean free path in a layer of 30Á Ta is about 11.1Á 
at room temperature, instead of2.7Á at 5K. The measured sheet conductanceis represented 
in fig. 4.9A. 
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Fig. 4.9. A: the measured and calculated sheet conductance at 5K (1 and 2) and RT 
(3 and 4). B: ÀE (1). 2 is with 10Ä imx. C: À8(RT} (1). 2 is with 10Ä imx. 

In fig. 4.9B the calculated ÀE from the 5K measurements is shown for all the samples. This 
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is the samecurve as in fig. 4. 7B as follows from assumption (i). With this ÀE and the room 

temperature measurements we calculated À8{RT). In tig 4.9B it can beseen that À8{RT) is 

not constant as was expected for a bulk parameter, but increases with increasing thickness 

up to a value of 340Á. This value is reasonably consistent with the literature value of 395Á 

for bulk Cu at room temperature (this corresponds with a resistivity of 1.673 I'Ocm 

[HCP80]). À8{RT) deviates most for the thinnest Cu filins, pointing out that an interface 

effect is missing in our model. When taking into account intermixing between Ta and Cu at 

the Ta/Cu interface, we will show that the thickness dependenee of À8{RT) disappears. 

Intermixing (imx) means that an interface between two different materialsis not sharp: the 

two materials mix in a region of certain thickness. In [SPE93] it is mentioned that the 

intermixed region at a Ta/NiFe interface is more than 6.4Á. In our case, we want to 

investigate intermixing of Ta and Cu. We assume that the region is 10Á thick. In order to 

calculate the conductivity of a sample with intermixed regions, this region has to be described 

as an extra layer, inserted between Ta and Cu. This layer substitutes 5Á Ta and 5Á Cu. So 

a sample with sharp interfaces like 30Á Ta/50Á Cu/30Á Ta becomes, with intermixing, 25Á 

Ta/10Á Ta-Cu/40Á Cu/10Á Ta-Cu/25Á Ta. Furthermore, we assume that the transmission 

coefficient between Ta/Ta-Cu and Cu/Ta-Cu is 1 (full transmission), unlike T=O at the 

Ta/Cu interface of the model without intermixing, because in reality the intermixed region 

gradually changes in composition from on material to the other. The average mean free path 

length in 25Á Ta is found to be 2.6A at 5K and 11.4Á at room temperature (RT). Now, we 

have to know the mean free path of the electruns in the intermixed region. By extrapolating 

the measured data to a 30Á Tal 1 OÁ Cu/30Á Ta sample, corresponding with intermixing to 

25Á Ta/20Á Ta-Cu/25Á Ta, an average mean free pathof 10.3Á at 5K and 2.0A at RTwas 

found for the Ta-Cu intermixed layers. 

In tig 4.9B it can be seen that including a layer of intermixing has the largest effect in the 

thinnest layers, yielding an increase in ÀE with respect to the old value of about 16% for the 

two thinnest Cu layers. The effect of intermixing on À8{RT) can be seen in fig. 4.9C. It 
shows an 'overshoot' in À8{RT) for the Cu layer of 50Á. For the other thin layers, up toa 

thickness of 200Á, the difference in À8{RT) between the sharp interface model and the 

intermixing model is significant. The À8 {RT) curve with intermixing is more constant, as is 

to be expected from a bulk parameter. 

We may conclude that under the given preparational conditions, intermixing is to be expected 

[K0094b]. We have, however, not investigated this intermixing any further because our 

interests mainly lies in grain development in the layers, not the interfaces. Intermixing can 

have a great impact on the GMR effect in spinvalves and multilayers. More details of the 
effect of intermixing can be found in [ROE94] and [SUZ93]. 

ÀE is an indirect parameter for the average grain size. To reveal the average grain size 

directly, GIXRD (Grazing Incidence X-Ray Diffraction) measurements were made ofthe Cu 
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samples in a thickness range of 100-1500Á [NEE94]. These are X-ray measurements in a 

plane of incidence almost parallel to the sample surface (at an angle of about 2~. The results 

of these measurements are shown in fig. 4.10A. 
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Fig. 4.10. A: the measured average grain size. 
B: the ratio ÀE/grain size (1). Curve 2 is with 10Ä imx (2). 
C: the FWHM values of the old Cu films. 

It is often found that the average grain size is proportional to the film thickness (the dasbed 

line in fig. 4.10A). We found that the average grain size is significally smaller than the film 

thickness. In tig 4.10B the fraction between ÀE and the measured grain size is represented. 

This ratio is constant by approximation. The intermixing model shows no great change 

compared to the shaq> interface model. So ÀE is a good indirect parameter for the grain size: 

as the grains become bigger, the electrons scatter less. In fig. 4.10C the FWHM (Full Width 

at Half Maximum) value versus calibrated thickness of the old Cu series is displayed. These 

data were obtained by roeicing curve measurements (see § 3.4). If we assume a similar 
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development of grain growth in these samples as in fig 4.10A, then we cao conclude that as 
the average grain size increases, the FWHM value decreases, which means that the spread 
in the orientation of the crystallites decreases: the crystal structure improves. 

§ 4.4. NiFe films. 

The aoalysis of the resistivity data of magnetic films is more complicated due to the spin 
dependenee of the scattering (Chapter 2). The spin dependenee ex is defmed as: 

~B 
ex ·= 

. À;B 
Eq. 4.3. 

Here, À08 '
0 > is the bulk average free path length fortheup aod down electroos without ao 

AMR effect taken into account. We saw in Chapter 2 how this effect cao be incorporated in 

the bulk meao free path length ( eq. 2 .18). 
In our model we neglect the AMR contribution ofthe spin down electrons: a' =0 in eq. 2.18. 
The AMR ratio is defmed as: 

Eq. 4.4. 

where R~, R.L is the resistance measured when the current direction is parallel aod 

perpendicular to the magnetization. The AMR effect cao be rewritten with eq. 2.19 as: 

u À~a(1 +~ ') +~B 
AMR = 1 - _ 11 = 1 - ---:---5---:

Àt (1+.!.a')+\' OB S "OB 

Eq. 4.5. 

a' depends on ex in this model. Now, we introduce a new parameter that will simplify 
matters: aoo t for ex= oo or equivalently Àos' =0. This is a purely mathematica! parameter. 
One cao now deduce from eq. 4.5 that: 

a~ -5 AMR Eq. 4.6. = 
2+AMR 

aod also: 

a' 
ex+ 1 t = -- aoo Eq. 4.7. 

ex 

In NiFe, wetook a literature value for the AMR effect of0.164 (or 16.4%) at 5K [GUI75]. 
This leads with eq. 4.6 to aoo t = -0.379. The sheet conductance of the magnetic films is 
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measured in a saturating field in the parallel configuration. The bulk conductivity u1 then is 

equal to the steepness of the sheet conductance versus thickness curve for the thickest films. 

Because of the AMR effect it is more complicated to fmd the mean free path for the spin up

and spin down electrons. Eq. 2.5 for the parallel configuration can be expressed as: 

ui 2_ h2 = ~s(1 +~ ') + ~B 
4r m2v]e2 s 

Eq. 4.8. 

This can be rewritten with eq. 4.7 as: 

~B + ~B = 0'1 3 h2 1 
4r m2v]e 2 1 +~a~ 

Eq. 4.9. 

so the total mean free path À08 ' + À08 ' does notdepend on ex. 

We assume that grain boundary scattering is spin independent, the same for spion up- and 

down electrons. This scattering is represented by ÀE (see eq. 4.1). For the average free path 

lengthof the up (down) electrons in a film, À'<'>, this leads to: 

Eq. 4.10. 

We apply this to the sputtered NiFe fllms, and in the next paragraphs to Jimbo, NiFeCo and 

Co, respectively. The composition of the NiFe samples is 30Á TalxÁ NiFe/30Á Ta, with 

x between 21Á and 418Á (determined with low angle X-ray measurements). In fig. 4.11A 

the measured sheet conductance versus corrected fllm thickness is displayed. 

For NiFe we measured a resitivity of 9.069 1-'{km, leading with eq. 4.9 to Àos' + À08 ' = 

189 A. The error is 13%. It has been meantioned before that the samples are measured in 

the parallel configuration: magnetization and current are directed along the same axis. In fig 

4.11B the results of the calculated À' + À' in the current direction for ex= 1, 20 and 50 are 
shown; ex= 1 means that there is no spin-dependent bulk scattering. ex= 50 is an extreme spin

dependent bulk scattering. The characteristic ex value of NiFe cannot be derived from single 

fllm measurements. Information about the spin dependenee of the scattering follows from the 

GMR effect in spin valves (see Chapter 5). There are three things that deserve our attention 

he re: 

(i) When ex increases, the sum of À' + À' increases. This can be explained because 

the spin up electrons scatter relatively more at the NiFe/Ta interfaces as ex increases. The 

spin down electrons will scatter less, of course, but because the up electrons become more 

important for the conduction, these effects don't compensate. So the total À' + À' must 
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Fig. 4.11. A: the sheet conductance: measured (1) and calculated at a=20 (2). B: the 
calculated average À' +À' in the current directiontor a=1 (1), a=20 (2) and a=50 (3). 

increase at increasing a to fit the conduction. 

ü) The curves lie closer toeach other at increasing a. This is so because at increasing 
a the up electrons become more important for the conduction and the absolute change in À' 

, the free path lengthof the up electrons, becomes smaller. 

ili) There is an indication for two regimes of grain growth. The grain development 

in the films changes suddenly at a thickness of about 1 OOÁ. In Ta and Cu this sudden change 
of growth isn't present. The À' + À' curves also show no saturation at the thickest films. 

In fig 4.12A the calculated grain boundary scattering ÀE is displayed for a=l, 20 and 50. 
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Fig. 4.12. ÀE, calculated with À08' + À08' = 189A (A) and 361A (B). 

ÀE is displayed on a logarithmic scale bere. This bas been done because a low ÀE is relatively 
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more important in the total scattering than a large ÀE. We see for the thickest layers that ÀE 

becomes very large with respect to the bulk average free path lengthof 189A. Could it be 

that the grain scattering at thicknesses above 500Á becomes negligible? It is also possible that 
the grain size in top of the thickest layers still causes significant scattering, so that the 

determined bulk mean free path of 189Á determined from the steepness of the conductance 

curve, does not represent pure bulk scattering, but bulk plus grain boundary scattering. In 

that case, 1/X.E would represent extra scattering by smaller grains, but not the total grain 
boundary scattering. In Cu we didn't have this problem because we assumed that the bulk 

scattering was negligible at low temperatures. 

When takinga literature value for the resistivity of NiFe of 4.75 1-'0cm [GUI75], this leads 

to ÀoB' + ÀoB' = 361Á, which is indeed higher than we have found. In fig 4.12B ÀE is 
calculated for the same alpha's as in fig. 4.12A. The scale no longeris logarithmic because 

ÀE remains small, and thus important, with respect to ÀoB' + ÀoB' = 361Á. The grains grow 

very fast up toa thickness of lOOÁ. After lOOA, the growth continues, but much slower. 

Now we also see that the grain scattering neither is saturated nor negligible at 500Á. 
In fig 4.13A the average grain size is represented, measured with GIXRD like the Cu series 

[NEE94]. A simular result was reported by [TSU76]. 
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Fig. 4.13. A: the measured average grain size. B: the ratio À.Eigrain sizejor a=1 (1), 
a=20 (2) and a=50 (3). 

Here we see again that the average grain size isn't proportional to the layer thickness (this 

is the dashed line), justas in Cu. In fig 4.13B the ratio ÀE I grain size is calculated for a=l, 

20 and 50 using the literature value of the resistivity of NiFe. For thicknesses from about 

1 OOÁ, this ratio remains roughly constant, so here ÀE is at any a proportional to the average 
grain size. 
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§ 4.5. limbo films. 

The methods of§ 4.4 can be applied toother magnetic alloys, such as N~Fe16Co18 ('Jimbo'). 

The composition is 30Á TalxÁ Jimbo/30Á Ta with x between 21Á and 534Á after 

calibration. For this alloy, we measured the AMR effect in the 534Á sample, see fig. 4.15B. 

At high field the magnetization is parallel to the applied field and the current, leading to a 

high resitivity R1• At field 0, the magnetization is perpendicular to the current direction 

because of the anisotropy, induced by growing these samples in a magnetic field, resulting 

in a low resistance R.L. The measured AMR effect was 5.66%, leading to aco' = -0.138. 

Again aco' is neglected. The measured sheet conductance as a function of the calibrated film 

thickness is represented in fig. 4.14A. 
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Fig. 4.14. A: the sheet conductance: measured (1) and calculated at a=20 (2). B: the 
calculated average À' +À' in the current directionfor a=1 (1), a=20 (2) and a=50 (3). 

The resistivity, determined from the steepness at the three thickest samples, was 9.25 J.LOcm 

± 5.5 %. The samples were measured in the parallel alignment at a field of 1500 Gauss. 

From the resistivity it follows according to eq. 4.9 that ÀoB' + ÀoB' = 156Á. In fig. 4.14B 

À' + À' is calculated in the current direction for three different a's. The curves have 

approximately the same shape as those of NiFe. Also the magnitude of À' + À' in Jimbo is 

about the same as in NiFe. 

Fig 4.15A shows ÀE in Jimbo, using the 'bulk' information of the thickest films. 

Here, the same remarks can be placed as with NiFe: ÀE becomes much greater than the bulk 

average free path lenght at the thickest layers. So either grain scattering becomes negligible 

at higher thicknesses or the bulk ÀoB' + ÀoB' that we determined from the thickest layers 
isn't really bulk scattering alone but also contains grain scattering. We assume that the latter 

is the case in Jimbo, because the results for Jimbo and NiFe are so alike. For Jimbo, 

however, we din't fmd a literature value for ÀoB' + ÀoB' so we couldn't check this as we did 
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Fig. 4.15. Left: ÀE, calculatedfor a=1 (1), a=20 (2) and a=50 (3). 
Right: AMR measurement of thickest jimbo layer. 

with NiFe. Grain size measurements with GIXRD were not done either. 

§ 4. 6. NiFeCo films. 

The NiFeCo (N4oFe10Co50) layers are measured in the thickness range of 20-500Á. The 
thickness calibration showed that the layers were 12.7% too thin. The AMR effect was 

measured in the thickest sample. The AMR ratio 4.49%, which leads toaoot = -0.110. In 

fig. 4.16A the measured sheet conductanceis displayed. 
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Fig. 4.16. A: the sheet conductance: measured (1) and calculated at a=20 (2). B: the 
calculated average À' +À' in the current directionfor a=1 (1), a=20 (2) and a=50 (3). 

The steepness of the three thickest samples leadstoa 'bulk' resistivity of 9.64 JLOcm. The 
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error in the steepness was 0.2%. This leads with eq. 4.9 to Àos' + Àos' = 147 A. Fig 4.16B 
shows the calculated À' + À' parallel to the current and magnetization for a=1, 20 and 50. 

One can see the similarity in shape and absolute value with NiFe and Jimbo. In fig. 4.17 ÀE 

is displayed for the same a's. 
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Fig. 4.17. ÀE, calculatedfor a=1 (1), a=20 (2) and a=50 (3). 

§ 4.7. Co films. 

The composition is 30Á Ta/xÁ Co/30Á Ta with x from 20 to 500Á nomina! thickness. The 
real thickness bas a deviation of -2.9% as compared to the nomina! thickness. In Co, we 

found no signicant AMR effect, so À' doesn 't depend on the angle between the magnetization 
direction and the electron's velocity vector. The measured sheet conductanceis displayed in 

fig. 4.18A. 
The resistivity of bulk Co, determined from the three thickest samples, is 5.599 p.Ocm ± 
1.3%. This leads with eq. 2.5 (or eq. 4.9, because aoo' =0 here) toa bulk sum of mean free 

paths of Àos' + Àos' = 236Á. In fig. 4.18B the calculated À' + À' is shown, again for the 
same a's. Two remarks can be made bere: 

i) The average mean free path length in Co is higher than in NiFe, Jimbo and 
NiFeCo, about a factor 2 for the thickest layers. The conduction in bulk Co is obviously 
better because it is no alloy. 

ü) The shape of the curves is somewhat different than that of NiFe, Jimbo and 
NiFeCo. It looks morelikeCu and Ta. The curve shows a saturation, unlike NiFe, Jimbo 
and NiFeCo. In this Co resembles Cu and Ta. This is an indication that the grain size in Co 
saturates at a lower thickness than NiFe and Jimbo. 

Finally, in fig. 4.19 ÀE is displayed for a=1, 20 and 50. 
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Fig. 4.19. ÀE, calculatedfor a~1 (1), a=20 (2) and a=50 (3). 

§ 4.8. Conclusions for the films. 

With GIXRD measurements the average grain size was detennined in some NiFe and Cu 

layers. These measurements revealed that the grain size was not proportional to the thickness, 

but remained (much) smallerif the films are grown on Ta. We wondered what the relation 

would be between the grain size and grain boundary scattering. A new parameter was 

introduced: ÀE, an average, spin independent mean free path for grain boundary scattering 

only. This approximation is valid if the bulk mean free path Às of the material is larger than 

the average grain size, which is the case in Cu and NiFe. The ratio }..E I grain size versus 
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layer thickness was about constant, so grain size and grain boundary scattering are fairly 

proportional. Grain boundary scattering is an important souree for electron scattering in the 

thickness range we investigated. In magnetic materials the grain boundary scattering leads 

to a reduction of the effective spin dependenee of the electron bulk scattering. 

Grain boundary scattering is assumed to be temperature-independent. We measured Cu at 

room temperature to check if grain boundary scattering is temperature independent according 
to our model. Here we found that by introducing intermixing of Ta and Cu at the Ta-Cu 

interface in our model, the results improved. 

In all the füms we measured we saw that the calculated average mean free path À of the 

electrons (or À' + À' in the magnetic materials) increases with increasing thickness. This 

was in accordance with our assumption that the average grain size in our layers increases 

with increasing thickness: large grains cause better conduction. 

In NiFe, Jimbo and NiFeCo the calculated À' + À' roughly could be descibed by two 

straight lines: a steep inclination up to about lOOÁ and a lesser inclination at higher 

thicknesses. There was no tendency to saturation. This is an indication that the grain 

development in these alloys knows two regimes: the growth of grains goes slowerafter lOOÁ 

than before. 
In Co, Cu and Ta the grains developed differently: the calculated À showed a tendency to 

gradual saturation, which indicates that no abrupt change in the grain growth occurs in these 

metals. No explanation can be given for this difference of grain development. 
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CHAPTER S. RESULTS FORTHESPIN VALVES. 

§ 5.1. Introduction. 

In this chapter the results for the spin valves will be shown. In § 5.2 the results for the 

conductivity and the GMR effect in Co spin valves, using the model described in chapter 2, 
will be treated. Here, it will be seen that this model is too simple and that grain boundaries 

will have to be included in our model, according to chapter 4. To get a picture of the 

importance and growth of these grain boundaries, the conduction as a function of thickness 

of thin films made of magnetic and non-magnetic metals/alloys was measured and analyzed. 
This was treated in chapter 4. In § 5.3 the results of fitting Jimbo spin valves with and 

without grain boundaries will be described. In § 5.4 the same is done for NiFe spinvalves. 

In§ 5.5 the conclusions about the model for grains in spinvalves are meantioned: how good 

( or bad) were the fits, etc. 

§ 5.2. Co spin valves. 

Three different sets of Co spinvalves were measured. Within each set the thickness of the 

free magnetic layer was varied. The for the GMR effect relevant difference between these 

series is that the thickness of the biased Co layer is different: 20Á, 40Á and 50Á, 

respectively. A complete list of all the sample numbers and their composition can be seen 

in appendix A. 

The model we use (see chapter 2) is valid for low temperatures only because spin flip 

scattering is not taken into account. Models that also take spin flip scattering into account can 
be found in [DUV93] and [DIE92a]. The Co spinvalves with a 40Á biased layer, however, 

have also been measured at room temperature, so we can campare these results with the low 

temperature measurements. In fig 5.1 both room- and low temperature magnetoresistance 

measurements of sample 931009 are displayed. We see directly that the biasing between the 

FeMn and the neighbouring Co layer decreases at increasing temperature. The biasing field 

HB, this is the field value at which the magnetization direction of the biased Co layer 

switches, is the same for every sample. HB decreases from about 50 kAlm at 5K to 25 kAlm 
at RT. 

In fig. 5.2 the magnetoresistance results at room- and low temperature of the spin valve 

series with a 40Á biased layer thickness are shown. 
On the x-axis the thickness of the free Co layer is projected. The largest GMR effect 
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Fig. 5.1. The measured resistance as ajunetion ofthe appliedfield of sample 931009 
at room temperature (left) and low temperature (5K, right). 

measured was about 7.4% forthespin valve with a lOOA free layer, decreasing to 4.9% at 
room temperature. There are two things that are worth meantioning bere: 

i) The sheet conductance in the parallel contiguration (G0 p) is lower at room 

temperature (RT). This effect can beseen in most materials. As the temperature increases, 

the resistance increases because the scattering of electrons caused by lattice vibrations 
increases. 

ü) The GMR ratio, this is (G0 p-GoAP)/GoAP' is smaller at room temperature, which 

means that .1G0 , this is GDP-GDAP' decreases relatively more than Gp and GAP at higher 
temperatures. This is due to spin flip scattering at room temperature, which decreases the 
GMR effect. 

From now on our only interest lies in the low temperature measurements. The results of the 
samples with a 20A biased Co layer are shown in fig. S.3. The measurements ofthe samples 
with a soA biased Co layer are represented in fig s .4. 
We can see that the maximum GMR effect increases as the biased layed thickness increases. 
The maximum GMR effect was: 

4. 7% at a free layer thickness of soA in the spin valves with a 20A biased layer. 
7.4% at a free layer thickness of lOOA inthespin valves with a 40A biased layer. 

12.2% at a free layer thickness of soA inthespin valves with a soA biased layer. 
As the biased layer thickness increases, scattering of electrons in the FeMn layer or at the 

Co/FeMn interface, after crossing the Cu layer, becomes less important, leading to an 
increasing GMR ratio. 

We frrst attempted to fit the measured .1G0 curves of these sample series with the model, 
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Fig. 5.2. A: G0 p- B: ..:1G0 . C: GMR. The displayed curves are: measurements at 5K 
and RT (1 and 3), best ..:1G0 jit in the no-grain model (2). 

as described in § 2.4, that is without taking grain boundary scattering into account. From 

now on this model is called the 'no-grain' model. The .1.G0 curves were chosen to be fitted 

rather than the G0 p or the MR curves for different reasons: 
i) It tums out that there exists an offset between the calculated and measured GDP and 

GoAP in the no-grain model. This offset doesnotaffect .1.G0 , but it does affect the MR. 

ü) .1.G0 varles much more with varying a, T' and T' than G0 p or GoAP· 
ili) .1.G0 tumed out to be the only curve that we could fit by applying the no-grain 

model. 

No grains implies that all the mean free paths are bulk values. So the mean free path in Ta, 

FeMn, Cu and Co, represented by ÀTa• ÀFeMn• Àeu and À' co+ À' Co• respectively, are to be 
determined with eq. 2.2 (eq. 2.5 for Co) from the steepness ofthe sheet conductance versus 
thickness curves. For Co, this is determined from the spin valves themselves, of course. 
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Fig. 5.3. A: G0 po B: .11G0 . C: GMR. The displayed curves are: measurements at 5K 
(1), best .6.G0 fit in the no-grain model (2). 

The results for À' co+ À' co were different for each sample series. They are listed in table 5 .1. 
ÀT.=3.78Á, see Chapter 4. ÀFeMn was detennined from Co/Cu/Co spinvalves with a varying 

FeMn layer thickness. The resistivity in the FeMn layers was 53 1-'0cm ±5%, leading with 

eq. 2.2 to ÀFeMn = 12.5Á. 
Àeu in the frrst two Co/Cu/Co spinvalve series (those with a 20Á and 40Á biased layer 
thickness) was detennined from Co/Cu/Co spinvalves with a varying Cu layer thickness. We 

found Peu=2.08 1-'0cm ± 0.4%, leading with eq. 2.2 to Àeu=319Á. The mean free path in 
the Cu layer was different in the Co spin valves with the SOA biased layer. This series was 

sputtered under not exactly the same conditions as the other two series. This small change 

in deposition conditions was detected by the Cu thin films, meantioned in§ 4.3. Therefore, 

for this series we used Peu=l.06 1-'0cm ±0.2%, leading to Àeu=623Á. 
The results of fitting A Go with the no-grain model by varying a, T' and T' are summarized 
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Fig. 5.4. A: G0 p- B: .<1G0 . C: GMR. The displayed curves are: measurements at 5K 
(1), best .<1G0 fit in the grain and no-grain model (2 and 3). 

in the frrst three rows of table 5 .1. The best fit is obtained by a 3D parameter scan and 

choosing the vector (a,T' ,T') with the smallest squared sum deviation. The error in these 

three parameters is half the step size. The step size that was chosen forT' is smaller than 

that for T' because the spin up electrons have a larger average free path length than the spin 
down electrons in Co and are therefore much more important for the GMR effect. We see 

that in Co there is only bulk spin-dependent scattering: a is greater than 1, T' and T' are 
roughly the same. We also see that a increases as the biased layer thickness increases. Since 
a is a material property, it should be the same for all Co spin valve series. This indicates a 

defect of the no-grain model: as the biased layer thickness increases, there is an extra 

addition to the GMR effect that this model does not take into account: we see that a becomes 

larger instead. This addition to the GMR effect can be explained by assumig grains that 

become larger with increasing thickness: larger grains give rise to a larger GMR effect. The 
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calculated G0 p, .t.G0 and MR curves are represented in fig. S.2, S.3 and S.4 by dasbed lines. 
The .t.G0 curves show a good fit, but the calculated .t.G0 curve of the last spinvalve series 

saturates sligthly too fast. Here we also see the problem of the relatively simple model, 
described in §2.4: the calculated sheet conductance is too high. The steepness of the 

calculated GDP curves is in agreement with the measured G0 p, which implies that the bulk 
À' eo +À' co that we derived with eq. 2.S is correct. We see that the relative mismatch between 
the calculated GDP and the measured GDP is biggest for the thinnest spinvalves. There seems 
to exist an offset, which at frrst sight indicates that the calculated conductance in the Ta, 

FeMn or Cu layer is wrong. Choosing a lower mean free path in these layers only reduced 

this offset by a small fraction, however. There is a considerable amount of grain boundary 

scattering in the entire spin valve structure, and this grain scattering is relatively more 
important in thinner spin valves than in thicker spinvalves. This is in agreement with our 

conclusions from chapter 4: in thinner layers the average grain size is smaller, and therefore 
the grain scattering higher. 

Table 5.1 . The results of fitting .11G0 for the Co/Cu/Co spinvalves. 

931001-931008 234 ± no 7.0 ± o.s 0.900 1.0 
20A biased layer 11% ± o.oos ± 0.1 

931009-93101S 2S7 ± 4% no 9.0 ± 0.5 0.900 0.8 
40A biased layer ± o.oos ± 0.1 

940617-940627 240 ± S% no 14.0 ± o.s 0.940 1.0 
soA biased layer ± o.oos ± 0.1 

940617-940627 240 ± S% yes 4.0 ± o.s 1.000 0.0 
soA biased Iayer ± o.oos ± 0.1 

The no-grain model obviously does not work properly. It is questionable whether the 
parameters that we have found by fitting .t.G0 with our no-grain model are reliable. Wetried 
to fit .t.G0 of the Co/Cu/Co spin valves with a SOA biased layer again, but now also taking 
grain boundary scattering into account. This model is from now on called the grain model. 
We assume that the grains in the spin valve cause more bulk scattering, not interface 
scattering. 

Both Ta layers in these spin valves have a thickness of 30A. ÀTa is derived from the 

calculated mean free path curve of the single Ta films, leading to an average ÀT• =2. 7 A, see 
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fig 4.2B. 

In the FeMn layer the same value for ÀF~Mn is used as in the no-grain model; ÀF~Mn = 12.5Á, 
because we didn't investigate grain development in FeMn thin films. As ÀF~Mn is low 

compared to Àeu and À' co+ À' eo' this will not have a great influence on the sheet conductance 

or àG0 of the spin valves. 

Inthefree Co layer, À' and À' now depend on the thickness and a, because the scattering 

by grains, represented by 11ÀE(a,teo,1), depends on the thickness and a, see fig. 4.19. The 

bulk value À' co,B + À' co,B remains the same as in the no-grain model according to eq.,2.5: 

1 1 1 
Eq. 5.1. 

where ÀE(a,teo,1) is the average grain boundary scattering in a Co film of thickness lco1 with 

a certain ratio a, see fig 4.19. 

In the Cu layer, we assume that the grains continue the growth that was started at the Ta/Co 

interface, through the Co/Cu interface, so the grains are bigger in the Cu layer on Co than 

they would be if the Cu layer were to be grown directly on Ta. This assumption is made 

because of the good lattice matching between Co and Cu (see appendix B). In §4.3 we 

calculated for both the Cu series the mean free path of the electrans as a function of the z

position in the layer. These Àeu(z) curves can be found in fig. 4.6B and 4.8B. Forthelast 

Co spin valve series (fig 4.5), we use the Àeu(z) curve of the last Cu series (fig 4.8B) because 

this series was made around the same time as the Co spinvalves. The average mean free path 

Àeu in the Cu layer of the spinvalve now also depends on the thickness teo,1 of the free Co 

layer. An approximation for this Àeu is: 

tea. +tC.,/ 
1 - -

À01 = - J À01{z) dz 
la. 

t§!.l 

Eq. 5.2. 

Here, teu is the thickness of the Cu layer. We assume bere that the grain development in this 

Cu layer is the same as it would be in a Cu film of thickness (teo,1 +teu): Co replaced the Cu. 

This approximation bas been made because we cannot determine the grain development of 

Cu grown on Co directly. The Àeu(z) curve is smoothed befare it is used in the grain model. 

We see in eq. 5.2 that z=O at the bottorn of the free layer. 

The grains that start their growth at the bottorn of the free layer, at the Ta/Co interface, 

continue their growth through the Co/Cu interface into the Cu. The next logica! step is to 

assume that this growth is continued through the Cu/Co interface into the biased Co layer. 
So we also have know the ÀE(z,a) curve of Co: the position dependent mean free path for 
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grain boundary scattering in Co. In chapter 4, only diagrams of an averaged ÀE in the 

magnetic matenals were shown. As it takes an enormous calculational effort to determine 

ÀE(z,a), which depends on the fitparameter a, we used the average ÀE(a,ta,) as an input 
parameter of the grain model in the biased Co layer. 

What we did was the following: ü tco,1 is the thickness of the free Co layer, teu of the Cu 

layer and tco,2 of the biased layer, then wetook the average ÀE(a,tco) value at a thickness 

ta,,1 +teu +ta,,2. This value for ÀE(a) in the biased Co layer is too low because bere the region 
below the thickness ta,,1 +teu also weighs in the determination of this ÀE(a), which shouldn't 

be the case. Calculations showed, however, that an increase of 100% in ÀE(a) in the biased 

Co layer only resulted in an increase in AG0 of 15% down to 1 % from the thinnest to the 

thickest spinvalve. 
In table 5.1 the results of fitting AG0 in the spin valves with a 50Á biased layer thickness 

using the grain model can be seen. Now we see that, compared to the results of the no-grain 

model, bulk spin-dependent scattering decreased from a= 14 to a= 4 and interface spin

dependent scattering increased to the maximum possible effect (T' = 1, T' =0). In [DIE92c] 

it is found for Co/Cu/Co spinvalves with a 30Á biased layer that a= 14, T' = 1 and T' =0.2. 

In [DIE92c] another model for grain boundary scattering was used. A (vague) description of 

this model is found in [DIE92e]. 

In fig . 5.4 the results ofthe calculations ofthe grain model are represented by the solid line. 
We see that G0 p is in better agreement with the measured values than in the no-grain model, 

especially for the thinnest spin valves. The calculated AG0 doesn't saturate as quickly as in 

the no-grain model, which also is in agreement with the measurements. However, AG0 is 

too low for the thin spin valves:it is about 4 times lower than the measured AG0 • We can 
conlude that with the grain model the sheet conductance is reasonably described. The details 

of the spin dependent scattering, however, are not satisfactorily understood 

In the following two paragraphs the results of the measurements of Jimbo and NiFe spin 
valves and the AG0 fits of these measurements with the grain- and no-grain model, as 
demonstrated for the Co/Cu/Co spin valves, will be presented. 

§ 5.3. limbo spin valves. 

In the Jimbo (N~Fe16Co18) spin valves the biased layer is 60Á, the free layer thickness 

ranges from 20Á-500Á. The largest measured GMR effect is 11% at a free layer thickness 

of 60A. The steepness of the GDP curve leads to a resistivity of 8.68 ~-tOcm ±2.3%. This is 
6% lower than the Jimbo thin films, described in § 4.5. With eq. 4.9 this leadstoa total 

bulk mean free path ÀoB' + ÀoB' = 166Á. For the Cu layer in these spinvalves, the data of the 
Cu samples 940646-940650 were used, see § 4.3. These are the samedata as inthelast 

measured Co/Cu/Co spinvalves. The results of fitting the measured AG0 with the no-grain 
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and grain model are shown in table S.2. 

Table 5.2. The results of .fitting ..:1G0 in the Jimbo/Cu/Jimbo spinvalves. 

··~·'·o~•-t-•x•••o~·········· ···~·s·································· 
166 + 
2.3% 

166 ± 
2.3% 

no 

yes 

24 ± o.s 

40 

limit 

0.930 1.0 

± o.oos ± 0.1 

1.000 0.0 

+ o.oos + 0.1 

The results of these fitscan beseen in fig. S.S. The dasbed line represents the calculations 

with the no-grain model, the solid line the grain model. 

For the Jimbo spin valves we can draw roughly the same conclusions as for the Co spin 

valves: the sheet conductanceis rather well described by the grain model, .6G0 , however, 

could not be fitted with the grain model. The shape of the curve resembles that of the 

measured values, but even with very large spin-dependenee of the bulk- and interface 

scattering, the calculated .6G0 was too low over the entire thickness range. In our program, 

the limit fora, the measure forspin dependent bulk scattering, was 40. One might say that 

with an even higher a .6G0 might be fittedat least for the thickest spinvalves. However, it 

can be seen in fig. 4.1SA that as a increases, the calculated ÀE(a,t1imbo) curves lie closer to 

each other, resulting in only a small increase in .6G0 . Calculations showed that an increase 

in a of 100% (a=80 insteadof 40) resulted in an increase in .6G0 of O.S% to 1.6% from 

the thinnest to the thickest spinvalve, which is clearly insufficient to fit the measured data . 

.6G0 , calculated with the no-grain model, could reach the measured values. The best fit 

showed a high spin dependent bulk scattering (a=24) and nospin dependent bulk scattering, 

like in all the Co/Cu/Co spinvalves. The thickness dependenee of the calculated .6G0 curve 

is not correct: the measured .6G0 curve saturates at a higher thickness. 

§ 5.4. NiFe spin valves. 

The NiFe (Ni8oF~0) spin valve sets have a nomina! biased layer thickness of 60A and SOA, 

respectively. Thickness calibrations using low angle X-ray measurements, however, showed 

that the NiFe layers in the frrst set were about 16.S% too thin, and in the second set about 

s.6% too thick. This results in a real biased Iayer thickness of about soA in the frrst set and 

S3A in the second set. We decided that this thickness difference is negligible and in our 

grain- and no-grain model took a biased layer thickness of SOA for all the NiFe spinvalves. 
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Fig. 5.5. A: G0 po B: ..:1G0 . C: GMR. The displayed curves are: measurements at 5K 
(1), best ..:1G0 jit in the grain and no-grain model (2 and 3). 

The free layer thickness ranges from 21Á to 531Á. 
The maximum GMR effect was 8. 9% at a free layer thickness of 84Á. The steepness of the 

G0 p curve at the three thickest samples yielded a resistivity of 10.3 1-'0cm ± 10%. This leads 

with with eq. 4.9 toa bulk total mean free path ÀoB' +ÀoB' = 167Á. The data for the mean 

free path in the Cu layer in the no-grain- and grain model come from the Cu layers 940241-

940252. The results of the measurements of these Cu layers can be found in§ 4.3. In table 

5.3 the results are shown of fitting the measured l!.Go with the no-grain- and grain model. 

Table 5.3. The results of .fitting ..:1G0 in the NiFe/Cu/NiFe spinvalves. 
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167 ± no 15 ± 0.5 1.000 1.0 
10% ± 0.005 ± 0.1 

167 ± yes 35 ± 2.5 0.940 0.210 
10% ± 0.005 ± 0.015 

If we compare the results of the best fit in the no-grain and grain model we see more spin 
dependent bulk- and interface scattering in the grain model. We see that, in order to fit the 
measured ~G0 , a and the ratio T' /T' have to be quite large. [Dffi92c] reports for NiFe 
spinvalves with a 50Á biased layer only bulk spin delpendent scattering: a=18, T'=1 and 
T' =1: no spin-dependent interface scattering. In [Dffi92c] it is found for NiFe spinvalves 
with a 40Á biased layer that a= 11, T' = 1 and T' = 1. This might be an indication that our 
bulk- and interface spin dependent scattering ratio's are too high. In fig. 5.6 the results for 
the NiFe spin valves can be seen. 

We see bere again that the GDP curve of the grain model is in better agreement with the 
measured GDP than the no-grain GDP curve. The ~Go curve of the grain model also is in 
good agreement with the measured ~G0 • The greatest deviation from the measured value 
is again with the thinnest spinvalve: bere, the calculated ~Go is 1. 7 times smaller than the 
measured value. In NiFe we see again that the shape of the ~Go curve of the no-grain model 
saturates too fast. 
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(1), best ..:1G0 fit in the grain and no-grain model (2 and 3). 

§ 5.5. Conclusions jor the spin valves. 

In fig. 5. 7 the GMR versus free layer thickness at 5K is plotted again for the Co, Jimbo and 

NiFe spin valves with a biased Iayer thickness of 50Á, 60Á and 50Á, respectivily. The 

maximum GMR occurs at a free Iayer thickness between 60Á and 100Á. Co bas the highest 

GMR ratio, then Jimbo and fmally NiFe. This can be explained because in a temary diagram 

Jimbo also is situated between Co and NiFe. (it is likely that the GMR maximum sequence 

does not change if Jimbo also also were to have a biased layer thickness of 50Á instead of 

60Á). The fits of the spin valves showed that NiFe had a higher spin dependent scattering 

(cx=35) than Co (cx=4). Both had about the samespin dependent interface scattering. So the 

Co spin valves yield a higher GMR effect only because the conductivity in Co is higher than 
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Fig. 5.7. The measured GMR at 5K in the Co (squares), limbo (triangles) and NiFe 
(crosses) spin valves with a biased layer thickness of 50A, 60A and 50A, 
respectively. 

in NiFe (about a factor 2) 
Careful analysis of the data of thin fllms bas shown that grain boundary scattering cannot be 
neglected in the fllms sputtered on a Ta buffer layer (see Chapter 4). In our spinvalves, the 

calculated sheet conductance seemed to to show an 'offset': it was too high by the same 

amount for every free layer thickness, but the steepness was correct. This could not be 
explained by variations in the electronic properties of Ta, Cu or FeMn, and had to be due 

to grain boundary scattering. 
The grain model we used to flt the spin valve measurements described the sheet conductance 

fairly well, especially for the thinnest spinvalves. However, the details of the spin 
dependenee of the scattering are not completely understood. The difference between the sheet 
conductance in the parallel-and anti-parallel conflguration, t~.G0 , was (much) too low for the 
thinnest spinvalves. The overall shape of the t~.G0 curve of the grain model, however, is 

better than of the no-grain model, especially in Jimbo and NiFe. 
lf you compare the best t~.G0 fit of the no-grain with the grain model, you see that the 
fitparameter a, a measure for the spin-dependency of bulk electron scattering, increased in 

NiFe and Jimbo , decreased in Co. In all spinvalves in the no-grain model there was no 
significant spin-dependency in the interface scattering: T' and T' are both about 1. In the 

grain model this changes drastically: T' becomes very small, in Co and Jimbo even 0. 
We may conclude that our grain model works good for the conductance, not so good for the 

GMR effect. It seems that the GMR effect is reduced too strongly in the grain model. The 
remark can be placed bere that the GMR effect is very small with respect to the sheet 

conductance, and one might say that perhaps finetuning of the grain scattering might improve 
the calculations. 
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The way in which grain boundary scattering is introduced could be crucial. The following 

points could be of importance: 
i) Is the introduetion of grain boundary scattering by means of a mean free path valid 

in all cases, as grain boundaries are considered to be localized defects? 

ü) What is the error related to using the average values instead of the position 

dependent values of ÀE? 
iü) If grains are considered to grow in a colurnnar fashion, shouldn't ÀE be 

anisotropic, i.e. dependent on the angle between the electron velocity vector and the film 

plane? 
The last issue is adressed by Dieny who assumes angular dependent grain boundary scattering 

in [DIE92e]. With his model good fits are obtained. Here the grain boundary scattering is 
the same for every layer thickness, which is not what we found in Chapter 4. The angular 

dependenee that is used in [DIE92e] isn't clear, only the values ofthe mean free paths in the 

film plane and perpendicular to it are given, which are connected according to: 

1 1 
~-~ 

Eq. 5.3. 

The mean free path is smaller in the film plane. This could work out positively for the GMR 

effect: the sheet conductance is mainly dependent on electroos moving in the film plane, 

which are scattered most. The electroos that contribute to the GMR effect, those crossing the 

non-magnetic interlayer, are scattered less in this model. 

We tried to reproduce Dieny's calculations, using his parameters, with various anglular 
dependendes of ÀE. If we assume that the grains are cylindrical in the z-direction and the 

angular dependent ÀE(8) is simply the distance to the grain boundary, we get: 

ÀE 
ÀE (8) = --:--

8 sm 
Eq. 5.4. 

Here 8 is the angle between the z-axis (perpendicular to the film plane) and the electron 

velocity vector. In tig 5.8 the results of the attemps to reproduce Dieny's calculations with 
our model are shown. The solid line represents the calculations with the ÀE/sin8 model. We 

see bere that our calculated AG0 is lower than Dieny's calculations (black dots). An objection 

against the ÀE/sin8 model is that iJÀ(8)/iJ8 does not equal 0 at 8=0° and 8=180°: the À(8) 

function is 'needle' shaped in the xyz diagram. This is considered to be not very likely in 
reality. We corrected this by assuming that ÀE(8) = ÀE/(sin8)2

, which in turn is very difficult 
to understand physically. The results of this model are represented by the dasbed curves in 
tig 5.10. 

We see that the GMR effect that we calculate with our model is stilllower than Dieny's 
results, using the same parameters. From this we must conclude that Dieny's model is based 
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Fig. 5. 8. A: G0 po B: .áG0 • C: GMR. The displayed curves are: Dieny's calculations 
(1), our calculations with the ÀE/sin() and the ÀE/sin2

() model (2 and 3). 

on other, less obvious assumptions. 

Although still a lot of work needs to be done to quantitatively understand the electrooie 
properties of spin valves, we are convineed that the work presented here is a valuable step 
in the right direction. 
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CHAYfER 6. RESULTS FOR THE MULTILA YERS. 

There were also other, smaller items that deserved my attention. In this chapter the results 

of measuring the GMR effect at room temperature in Cu/NiFe multilayers on various buffer 

layers and substrates are treated. These results will be combined with VSM measurements 

of these samples. 

Exchange coupled NiFe/Cu multilayers on different substrates and buffer layers have been 

investigated to fmd out which substrate/buffer combination exhibits the highest degree of 

antiferromagnetic coupling resulting in the highest GMR effect at room temperature. For this 
purpose, magnetoresistance- and magnetization measurements were performed. 

The NiFe/Cu multilayers have the following composition: substrate/50Á buffer/20•(10Á 

NiFe + xA Cu), with x in a range of 8-12Á. This range is chosen because it is reported that 

a maximum in anti-ferromagnetic coupling between the neighbouring NiFe layers and, 

therefore, a maximum in the GMR effect is found at a Cu layer thickness of about 10Á ( 

[PAR92a], [NAK92], [COE93a] and [COE93b] ). The buffer layer was Fe in the samples 

931159-931163 and NiFe in the samples 931164-931168. Each sample number refers to three 

different samples because the substrate was normal Si(IOO) (with the natural oxides on the 
surface), HF dipped Si(100) (free of oxides) or Si02• So for every Cu thickness there are 6 

different substrate-buffer combinations. From now on we will use a special notation to 

indicate the substrate and buffer layer: Si/Fe e.g. means a substrate of 'normal' Si(100) and 

a Fe buffer layer, HF-Si/NiFe means a substrate of HF dipped Si(100) and a NiFe buffer 

layer, etc. 

The resistance as a function of the applied magnetic field was measured at room temperature 

for all these samples. The resistance measurement of sample 931159 Si/Fe is shown in fig. 

6.1 (Ie ft picture). 
The resistance curve is symmetrical round the Y -axis. At zero field the NiFe layers are 
aligned anti-parallel because of an anti-parallel exchange coupling, resulting in a high 
resistance. At a high field (600 kAlm in our measurements) the NiFe layers are forced into 

a parallel configuration, resulting in a low resistance. In fig 6.2 the measured GMR effect 
in all the samples is displayed. Three remarks can be made: 

i) All maxima were measured between 10Á and 11Á Cu thickness. The highest MR 
effect is 20.3%, measured in the multilayer on Si/Fe with a Cu layer thickness of llÁ. 

ü) The GMR effect is much higher in samples with a Fe buffer than in samples with 
a NiFe buffer. 

ili) The 'normal' Si substrate gives rise to the highest GMR effect, Si02 shows the 
poorest results. 

High angle X-ray measurements of the multilayers with a 10 A Cu layer showed that the 
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Fig. 6.1. Sample 931159: the measured resistance as ajunetion of the appliedjield 
(left) and the measured magnetic moment (right). 
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Fig. 6.2. The GMR in all the measured multilayers. 
1: Si/Fe. 2: Si/NiFe. 3: HF-Si/Fe. 4: HF-Si/NiFe 5: SiO/Fe. 6: SiO/NiFe. 

highest amount of (111) texture was found on a HF-dipped Si substrate and the lowest 

amount of (111) texture on a Si02 substrate. These measurements also showed that the 

texture of the multilayers with the NiFe buffer was more improved by HF dipping of the 

substrate than with the Fe buffer: Si/Fe showed more texture than Si/NiFe, but HF-Si/Fe 
showed less texture than HF-Si/NiFe. 

Despite the fact that the multilayer on HF-Si/NiFe had the best texture, it only showd a GMR 

effect of 2.63%. From this we may conetude that not only the texture, but the buffer material 

in general is important for the GMR effect, and Fe obviously is a better buffer. 

We also performed magnetization measurements at room temperature on the samples that 
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showed the highest GMR effect, the multilayers on Si/Fe, in order to gain insight in the 
relation between the magnetic moment and the measured GMR ratio. These measurements 
were performed on the VSM. Fig 6.1B shows the VSM measurement of sample 931159 
Si/Fe. The X-axis gives the applied field in kAlm, the Y-axis the total magnetic moment of 
the sample in mAm2

• The VSM measurements were used to determine the anti parallel 
fraction of NiFe in the multilayer at field zero. We were interested in the relation between 
this fraction and the GMR ratio. In a multilayer, the following expression is valid: 

Eq. 6.1. 

Here, jAF is the anti-parallel fraction, MR is the residual magnetic moment of the multilayer 
at field 0 and M5 is the saturated magnetic moment at high field. In our case, however, 
things are more complicated because the buffer layer also is magnetic. In order to calculate 
the anti-parallel fraction of the NiFe in the multilayer structure, a correction has to be made. 
One can deduce that [RUP93]: 

i = 1 - _M R [ 1 + ~JJ.s..".,.,<E"~~e:--)t(~Fe=) ::--:-] 
u Ms JJ.s(NiFe)t(NiFe) 

Eq. 6.2. 

where t(NiFe) is the total thickness of the NiFe in the multilayer structure (in our case 
20•10Á=200Á), t(Fe) is the thickness of the Fe buffer layer (50Á), JJ.sCNiFe) is the 
saturation magnetization of NiFe and JJ.sCFe) that of Fe. From [MOR65] we found 
JJ.sCNiFe)=l.05 Tesla and JJ.sCFe)=2.16 Tesla. In fig. 6.3A the relation between the GMR 
effect and the anti-parallel fraction fAP is shown. 

anti-parallel fraction Cu layer thickness (Angstrom) 

Fig. 6.3. A: the measured GMR ratio versusf0 (1) and the linearapproximation (2). 
B: the measured Hs versus the Cu layer thickness. 
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It is obvious that if fAP increases, the GMR ratio increases also. fAP can be seen as a measure 
for the anti-ferromagnetic coupling between the NiFe layers: as this coupling increases, the 

GMR effect is expected to increase also. In [RUP93] it is assumed that there exists a linear 

relation between fAP and the MR effect. With linear regression we fmd that if fAP is about 
0.3, there is no GMR effect. In anideal multilayer this point would be the origin of the 

curve. A possible explanation for this 'offset' is that, at field zero, there areareasin a single 

NiFe layer with different magnetization direcdons due to magnetic domain walls. This would 

reduce the GMR effect. 

Fig 6.1B shows the saturation field Hs versus the Cu layer thickness. H5 is in our case 

defmed as the field where the measured magnetic moment M of the sample is 95% of M5• 

The curve shows a decline in H5 from tcu=8Á to tcu=l2Á. Bear in mind that for tcu=llÁ, 
we measured the highest GMR ratio. This leads to the condusion that there is no clear 

relation between H5 and the anti-ferromagnetic coupling between the NiFe layers. As the 

exchange coupling can be inhomogeneous, it rather gives information about the distribution 

of coupling strength. 
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APPENDIX A. SAMPLE LISTING. 

Here follows a table of the sample series I measured during my project. 

The type decribes the sort of layer: L stands for a sample made out of 1 or more deposited 
metal films, SV stands fora spin valve structure and ML fora multilayer structure. All metal 

films are deposited on a silicon (1 00) substrate that was HF-dipped before use unless 

mentioned otherwise. 

The number indicates when the sample was made. The frrst two digits stand for the year, the 
third and fourth digit are the month, the last digits form the sequentia! number of the sample 

(for that month). So e.g. sample 931129 is sample no. 29 of november 1993. 

The characterisation gives the exact structure of the grown sample (or samples in a series). 

The layer thicknesses, given in Ángstrom, are nominal, i.e. the thickness hoped to achleve 

when growing. The precise thickness (determinable by low-angle X-ray measurement) can 

be different, normally a deviation of up to 5% must be expected. 

In this table, FeMn is Fe50Mn50, NiFe is Ni8oF~o and Jimbo is N~Fe16Co18 • The samples 

are meantioned in the chronological order of measurement (approximally), not of deposition. 

sv 931009-931015 30Ta/xCo/30Cu/ 40Co/1 OOFeMn/20Ta 
x=20,40,60,80,100,150 

L 931233-931236 x Ta x=25,50,100,150 

sv 931001-931008 30Ta/xCo/30Cu/20Co/1 00FeMn/20Ta 

x =20,40,60, 80,100,150,200,300 

sv 940118-940122 30Ta/ 1 OOCo/xCu/50Co/1 OOFeMn/20Ta 

x= 100,200,300,400,500 

sv 940202-940206 30Ta/1 OOCo/30Cu/50Co/xFeMn/20Ta 
x=50, 75,100,125,150 

ML 931159-931163 50Fe/20*(1 ONiFe+xCu) x=8,9,10,11,12 
3 series, deposited on: 1) not dipped Si (100), 2) HF 
dipped Si (100) and 3) Si02 

ML 931164-931168 50NiFe/20*(10NiFe+xCu) x=8,9,10,11,12 

3 series, deposited on: 1) not dipped Si (100), 2) HF 
dipped Si (100) and 3) Si02 
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L 940241-940252 30Ta/xCu/30Ta 

x =20,35 ,50, 65' 80,100,150,200,250,300,350,400 

L 940304-940315 30Ta/xCo/30Ta 

x =20,40,60,80, 100,150,200,250,300,350,400,500 

L 940328-940337 30Ta/xCo/30Ta 

x =20,40,60,80, 100,150,200,300,400,500 

L 940338-940347 30Ta/xNiFe/30Ta 

x =25 ,50, 75' 100,150,200,250,300,400,500 

sv 940348-940352 30Ta/xNiFe/25Cu/60NiFe/80FeMn/30Ta 

x=25,50,80,100,150 

L 940354 500NiFe 

sv 940355-940359 30Ta/xNiFe/25Cu/50NiFe/80FeMn/30Ta 

x =200,250,300,400,500 

L 940604-940615 30Ta/xCo/30Ta 

x =20,40,60,80, 100,125' 150,200,250,300,400,500 

L 940616 + 940622 both 300Co 

sv 940617-940621 + 30Ta/xCo/30Cu/50Co/80FeMn/30Ta 

940623-940627 x =20,40,60,80, 100,150,200,300,400,500 

L 940646-940650 30Ta/xCu/30Ta x= 100,200,300,400,500 

L 940651-940662 30Ta/xJimbo/30Ta 

x =20,40,60,80, 100,125' 150,200,250,300,400,500 

L 940663 + 940669 both 300Jimbo 

sv 940664-940668 + 30Ta/xJimbo/30Cu/60Jimbo/80FeMn/30Ta 
940670-940674 x =20,40,60,80, 100,150,200,300,400,500 

L 9406143-9406148 30Ta/xCu/30Ta x=50, 75,750,1000,1250,1500 

L 940838-940849 30Ta/xNiJe10Co5of30Ta 
x =20,40,60,80, 100,125,150,200,250,300,400,500 

L 940850 + 940856 both 300N4oFetoCOso 

sv 940851-940855 + 30Ta/xNiJe10Co5of30Cu/60N4oFe10Co5of80FeMn/30Ta 
940857-940861 x=20,40,60,80,100,150,200,300,400,500 
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APPENDIX B. STRUCTURE AND LATTICE PARAMETERS. 

Here follows a table eontaining infonnation about the lattiee strueture, direction of growth 

and interatomie distanees of the matenals that were used in the spinvalves and calibration 

layers. 'In-plane' bere means the film plane, where the z-axis defmes the sputter direction 

Ta 1 bet (001) 10.194 5.313 square 10.194 

Co 2 fee (111) 3.5452 triangular 2.5068 

Cu 2 fee (111) 3.6147 triangular 2.5560 

NisoF~o 2 fee (111) 3.5321 triangular 2.4976 

FesoMnso 2 fee (111) 3.6164 triangular 2.5572 

The growth direction of fee Jimbo (N~6Fe16Co18) and fee N4oFe10Co50 also is (111). There 

were no data on lattiee parameters of these alloys, but we expect them to lie in the range of 

NiFe and Co. 

1
: data from [DUC93] 

2
: data from [PEA58] 
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